
VYGOTSKY AND ERIKSON

Lev Vygotsky: The three major points of his theory is social interaction, the more knowledgeable other, and the zone of
proximal development.

Montessori called this time the Erdkinder CHildren, and proposed a farm school with real work close to the
earth. He was famous for coming up with the zone of proximal development and studying the effects of
culture on learning. She is facile in the basic lessons of math, language, the arts and sciences, and in guiding a
child's research and exploration, capitalizing on interests and excitement about a subject. Along with the
theories of development, there are theories of learning. Erikson: Erik Erikson recognized the basic notions of
Freudian theory, but believed that Freud misjudged some important dimensions of human development. The
next group is the which is, at least in the West, a more emotional time with less ability to focus on intellectual
work. Isolation, Generativity vs. This is when they develop life skills and identity to help inform the next
stage. Actually, I read that his ideas were somewhat controversial at the time and nobody seemed to care much
until after he died, whereupon he was declared one of the leading psychologists in the Soviet Union. Mistrust
Birth- 1 or 2 years A child needs to experience trust in early life If a child learns to mistrust more than trust,
the child will become frustrated, withdrawn, suspicious and will lack self-confidence 5 Stage 2: Autonomy vs.
Guilt, Industry vs. Isolation 19 to 40 years : The young adult must develop intimate relationships or suffer
feelings of isolation. Alternatively, Piaget examined the thought process of the child and how their brain
responded to the environmental factors around them, rather than just crises. The stages are Trust vs. Feldman ,
pg. Piaget and Erikson VS other theorists Along with their own theories, Piaget and Erikson are often studied
in relation, comparison, and contrast to other famous childhood psychologists. He was famous for his studies
on behavior and creation of the stages of behavior a person goes through in life. In regard to the stage of
initiative vs. She went back to school to study anthropology and psychology and finally, in , was asked to take
charge of fifty children from the dirty, desolate streets of the San Lorenz slum in the city of Rome. Piaget
believes that experiences determine the stages of development while Erikson uses all the stages upto the
elderly years as essential in explaining the stages of development.


